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Abstract— Intelligent Route Control (IRC) systems are increas-
ingly deployed in multihomed networks. IRC systems aim to
optimize the cost and performance of outgoing traffic, based on
measurement-driven dynamic path switching techniques. In this
paper, we first show that IRC systems can introduce sustained
traffic oscillations, causing significant performance degradation
instead of improvement. This happens, first, when IRC systems
do not take into account the self-load effect, i.e., when they
ignore that the performance of a path can change after additional
traffic is switched to that path. Second, oscillations can take place
when different IRC systems get synchronized due to significant
overlap of their measurement time windows. We then propose
measurement methodologies and path switching algorithms that
can effectively deal with the previous two issues. The proposed
IRC techniques use available bandwidth estimation to avoid
the self-load effect, and they introduce a random component
in the path switching decision or time scale. We evaluate the
proposed techniques under diverse traffic conditions. When the
background traffic is stationary, IRC systems should switch
paths conservatively, only upon major traffic fluctuations. With
nonstationary background traffic and congestion periods that last
for a time scale

���
, IRC systems improve performance only if

they can detect congestion and switch paths much faster than
� �

;
otherwise, they cause oscillations and hurt performance. We also
show that the gradual deployment of randomized IRC systems,
in the presence of traffic from deterministic IRC systems, can
play a stabilizing role and benefits early adopters.
Keywords: Multihoming, Routing, Stability, Synchronization,
Network Measurements.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multihoming is the connection of a stub network to more
than one Internet provider [1]. Networks that focus on re-
liability and availability have been using multihoming as a
form of redundancy for years. The use of multihoming has
seen a dramatic increase in the last few years. The widespread
proliferation of multihoming is due to several reasons. First,
as more and more enterprises rely heavily on the Internet for
their transactions, reliability and availability are of primary
importance. Second, multihoming is often used to drive down
the cost of Internet access. This is the case when the multi-
homed network can use a lowest-cost ISP for bulk traffic and
a higher-cost but better ISP for performance-sensitive traffic.

Multihoming capabilities have expanded tremendously with
the development of Intelligent Route Control (IRC) products.
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IRC systems allow a stub network to automatically switch
some of the egress traffic (typically in the granularity of
prefixes) from one provider to another, driven by cost and/or
performance considerations. A number of vendors have de-
veloped such systems (for a representative but incomplete
list see [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]). Even though
most commercial multihomed-IRC systems do not expose
deep technical information about their internal operation, one
of them is described with significant detail in a research
publication [10]. Another good description and evaluation of
an operational multihoming-IRC system is given in [11]. These
two publications, as well as several white papers and high-level
descriptions from vendors, allowed us to understand the key
features of existing IRC systems.

In the research domain, IRC systems have become the
subject of thorough investigation only recently [12], [13], [14],
[15], [16]. An experimental study, based on measurements
from the Akamai content distribution network, showed that
multihoming can lead to significant benefits in terms of
both reliability and performance for both ingress and egress
traffic [12]. They also showed that up to four providers are
typically enough to gain the full benefit of multihoming.
Another experimental work that demonstrated similar benefits
is reported in [16]. In a more theoretical thread, the authors
of [14] designed IRC algorithms that can optimize cost and
performance for multihomed networks. [14] also examined the
equilibrium performance of competing IRC systems through
simulations, arguing that a multihomed network can improve
its own performance without adversely affecting other users.
Two interesting pricing problems related to multihoming,
namely the optimal set of ISPs that a network should subscribe
to and how ISPs can react to that optimal subscription, have
been recently investigated in [15]. Experimental comparisons
between IRC and routing overlays have been described in [13],
[16]. The measurement-based comparison of [13] suggests that
IRC systems may be capable of offering almost the same
performance as routing overlays, but in a much simpler and
cost-effective way. An investigation of the stability of IRC
systems, focusing on routing overlays, has recently appeared
in [17]. That study is similar with our work, as it also shows
that IRC systems can cause oscillations and stability, but it
does not move in the direction of solving the problem.

In this paper, we consider a multihomed destination (“sink”)
network � with � ingress links. � receives traffic from
several source networks, including the multihomed networks
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. The latter deploy IRC systems and they can

reach � through some or all of its ingress links. We assume
that a significant fraction of the total traffic destined to �
originates from these IRC-capable networks. Even though this
is not the case today, it is certainly a plausible scenario for the
near future. Each IRC system uses measurements to monitor
the performance of the paths to � , and switches its traffic
towards � to the path that offers the required performance
level. The performance metrics that we focus on are loss rate
and path switching frequency. An important point about our
model is that the network measurements are not instantaneous;
instead, as it always happens in practice, they take place over
a time window and they consist of several samples. The IRC
model is described in more detail in Section II.

We first show that IRC systems can cause sustained traffic
oscillations (Section III). Interestingly, as a result of these
oscillations, IRC systems can lead to a significant performance
degradation, instead of improvement. We then identify two key
factors that generate such oscillations. First, if IRC systems
do not take into account the self-load effect, meaning that the
performance of a path can drop significantly after we switch
additional traffic to it, then IRC traffic can keep switching back
and forth between the two paths. Second, oscillations can take
place when different IRC systems get synchronized because
there is significant overlap in their measurement time windows.
When such synchronization occurs, independent IRC systems
start behaving as a “herd”, observing the same performance
difference between two or more paths and making the same
sequence of path changes.

In the second part of the paper, we propose measurement
methodologies and path switching algorithms that can avoid
the previous two oscillation factors (Section IV). First, we
propose the use of available bandwidth measurements to avoid
the self-load effect. Second, we introduce a random component
in the path switching decision, or in the switching time
scale, to avoid synchronization. We evaluate the proposed IRC
techniques with simulations under diverse traffic conditions.
As expected, the performance of IRC systems is intimately
related to the variability of the background traffic. When the
background traffic is stationary, IRC systems should switch
paths conservatively, only upon major traffic fluctuations (Sec-
tion V). With nonstationary background traffic and congestion
periods that last for a time scale ��� , IRC systems improve
performance only if they can detect congestion and switch
paths much faster than ��� ; otherwise, they cause oscillations
and hurt performance (Section VI). Finally, we investigate the
gradual deployment of the proposed randomized IRC systems
in the presence of traffic from deterministic IRC systems
(Section VII). Interestingly, randomized IRC systems play a
stabilizing role, reducing the overall loss rate. Furthermore,
they are beneficial for the networks that adopt them, as
the latter observe better performance than networks using
deterministic IRC.

II. IRC MODEL

In this section, we describe the model of an IRC system,
as well as the network and traffic environment in which we
assume that IRC systems operate.

A. Network model

We consider a single destination network � that is multi-
homed, as well as a set of source networks that send traffic to� . We refer to the source networks that either have only one
egress link, or that always use a specific egress link to reach � ,
as Default Route Control (DRC) sources. On the other hand,
multihomed networks that can dynamically switch between
different egress paths to reach � are referred to as Intelligent
Route Control (IRC) sources.

We assume that the underlying Internet routes to � are
stable relative to the time scales of IRC path switching. Hence,
the path from a DRC source to the destination network � will
traverse a particular ingress link of � , as determined by BGP.
In contrast, the path from an IRC source to the destination
network � will be determined by both BGP and by the choice
of egress link at the source. When two sources use the same
ingress link at � , their paths intersect, minimally at the ingress
link, and possibly further upstream as well. We model this
path interaction as occurring only at the ingress link, rather
than developing a more complex model for upstream path
interaction. The justification for this assumption is twofold.
First, to an approximation, we can consolidate the interaction
over multiple upstream links as interaction over a single link.
Second, for many enterprise stub networks today it is their
access link to the Internet that is often the end-to-end path
bottleneck.
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Fig. 1. Network model.

As illustrated in Figure 1, we assume that � IRC sources�����������������������
send traffic to destination � through � ingress

links (DRC sources are not shown). The figure illustrates that,
in general, some IRC sources may not be able to access
all ingress links of � (source

� �
has this characteristic, for

instance). Also, some IRC sources may always traverse the
same destination ingress link, regardless of the selected source
egress link, because of how the underlying Internet routes
merge before reaching � (source

���
has this characteristic,



for instance). From this point on, however, we assume that all
IRC sources can traverse any of the � ingress links at � .

B. Traffic model

We use the term flow to refer to the aggregation of all traffic
from a single source network to � . When a flow’s path is
determined by IRC, the flow is an IRC flow; otherwise it is a
DRC flow. We assume that network � receives a significant
fraction of traffic from IRC flows. This is a plausible assump-
tion for the near future. We also assume that the statistical
characteristics (including the average rate) of a flow remain
constant over the time scales of interest. We do consider
traffic burstiness, however, assuming that each flow follows the
Fractional Gaussian Noise (FGN) model. Further, we assume
that a flow’s average rate does not change in response to
changes in the path characteristics (e.g., congestion). This is
a reasonable assumption as long as the arrival rate and size
of new connections at the corresponding source network do
not depend on network conditions (i.e., exogenous connection
arrivals).

As previously mentioned, we model each traffic flow as
an FGN fluid process [18]. The FGN process is self-similar
and long-range dependent, and therefore it is considered an
appropriate model for aggregate Internet traffic, especially in
larger time scales where packet-level effects can be ignored.
An FGN fluid process is determined by three parameters: the
Hurst parameter that controls the degree of self-similarity, the
average rate, and the variance over a given time scale. In the
following, the Hurst parameter is set to 0.7, which is consis-
tent with earlier measurement results [18]. For normalization
purposes, we use the same coefficient of variation (CoV) for
all flows. To pick a realistic CoV value, we fitted the FGN
model to packet traces from an OC-3 university access link,
at the time scale of 100 msec. The CoV in those traces varies
between 0.09 to 0.16, and so we set the CoV of each flow so
that the aggregate traffic at the ingress links of � has a CoV
that is around 0.1.

Regarding the average rate of IRC flows, we use two
distributions: a constant value for all flows and the Zipf
distribution. We expect that these two extreme distributions
will give us the right insight on how IRC performance depends
on the flow homogeneity. DRC flows have the same average
rate regardless of the IRC flow rate distribution.

C. IRC processes

We model an IRC system as performing periodically a
five-stage process. The five stages are: idle, measurement,
performance estimation, routing decision, and path switching
(see Figure 2). ��� denotes the routing period, i.e., the time
to complete a cycle through all five stages. An IRC system
starts the cycle with the idle stage, which is optional. Then,
in the measurement stage, the system collects performance
samples for all candidate paths, using active probing or passive
monitoring. Next, for each candidate path, the IRC system
uses the previous measurements to estimate the performance
of each path. In the routing decision stage, the IRC system

determines whether it should switch to a different path, based
on the specified performance objectives. Finally, if needed,
the IRC system reroutes its outgoing traffic towards � to the
chosen egress link. That link will be used at least during the
next routing period.

We assume that the performance estimation, routing de-
cision, and path switching stages can be executed instanta-
neously, as they only involve simple calculations and local
routing table changes. Thus, from a timing point of view, the
routing period ��� consists of the idle period and the measure-
ment period ��� . For faster response to network congestion,
the idle period can be minimized or even avoided. Hence,
we assume that the routing period is as short as possible,
only bounded by the length of the measurement period, i.e.,� ��� ��� . In the following simulations, we set the routing
period to � � =1 second. Even though this is a short routing
period compared to existing IRC systems, we believe that the
requirements of interactive and transaction-based applications
will gradually push network operators to reduce ��� as much
as possible.
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Fig. 2. The timeline of an IRC routing period.

D. Measurement process

A central component of an IRC system is the measurement
process. In earlier work on multihoming and IRC, network
measurement has been modeled as simple meter reading, i.e.,
an instantaneous and accurate action. That model however
does not capture important characteristics of real network mea-
surement, which can affect the stability and performance of
IRC systems. Specifically, in practice network measurements
take time, they are subject to estimation errors, and they often
rely on sampling rather than continuous-time monitoring.

In our model, as illustrated in Figure 2, we assume that
the performance of each path is estimated through periodic
active probing. Each probing event collects a sample of the
monitored path’s performance. In a realistic environment with
bursty network traffic, multiple samples are necessary for
reasonably accurate estimation. Also, we need to consider
that each probing event takes some time ��' ; for instance,
the time between sending a probing packet and receiving
the corresponding ICMP response or acknowledgment. The
path performance is estimated at the end of the measurement
period, averaging the collected samples. In the following sim-
ulations the measurement period � � consists of 10 samples,
with a sampling period of 100msec.



E. Performance estimation

We consider three end-to-end metrics for evaluating the
performance of a network path: queueing delay, loss rate,
and available bandwidth. The queueing delay of a path is
the difference between the measured Round-Trip Time (RTT)
and the minimum observed RTT; the latter is typically due to
propagation and transmission delays. The loss rate of a path
is the fraction of lost probing packets. Finally, the available
bandwidth of a path is defined as the minimum residual
capacity among all links in the path. Most IRC systems today
use the first two metrics, or straightforward variations of these
metrics. Measurement techniques for available bandwidth have
been developed only recently and it seems that they are not
used by commercial IRC systems yet [19].

In the following results, we do not simulate the measure-
ment process with individual probing packets. Instead, the
previous three metrics are estimated as follows.

First, the simulated queueing delay ( at an ingress link of
capacity ) is given by the following non-decreasing function
of the instantaneous offered load * :

( � + �,.- � � / *102)436587( �:98; �</ *1=2)436587 (1)

where 5 is a small positive constant. Note that the upper bound(>�:98; models a finite buffer size ( (?�:98; �A@�B 5 for continuity).
Second, the simulated loss rate C at an ingress link of

capacity ) is determined by the fluid model:

C � + � -�,� �D/ *FEG)�7H � / *FIG)�7 (2)

In other words, we assume that the link does not drop traffic
unless it is saturated.

Third, the simulated available bandwidth J of an ingress
link is given by

J � + )436* �D/ *10G)�7H � / *1=G)�7 (3)

Note that when comparing the currently used path K with
another path KML in terms of available bandwidth, an IRC system
has to consider the offered load *�N of its flow. Specifically, KML
is better than K only if J:O�PQ=2JROTSU*	N .
F. Routing decision and path switching

How does an IRC system compare paths and determine
whether to perform path switching? We consider two cases:
first, that the IRC system can only measure delay and loss rate
(the most common case today), and second, that it can also
measure available bandwidth.

When measuring only queueing delay and loss rate, we
consider the latter as more important in terms of network
performance. So, the path with the lowest loss rate is con-
sidered the best. This is consistent with typical Service Level
Agreements today, which consider losses as more detrimental
than queueing delay. If there are several paths with the same
loss rate (for instance, C =0), the best path is the path with
the minimum queueing delay. When the IRC system can also

measure available bandwidth, the best path is that with the
maximum available bandwidth. Note that if a path has some
available bandwidth ( JV= H

), then its loss rate C is zero
(Equation 2). If all paths are saturated (i.e., J =0), then the
best path is chosen based on loss rate and/or queueing delay.

Taking into account that measurements are error-prone,
we consider the performance of two paths as equal if the
corresponding performance metrics are close, say within 10%.
Specifically, if J and W are measurements over two paths K
and KXL respectively, we consider that K is better than K�L ifH � Y JZ= @ � @ W .

Knowing that there exists a better path than the currently
used path does not mean that the IRC system should switch
to the former. Specifically, we consider two path switching
policies: choose-best and choose-good. With the former, the
IRC system always switches to the best path. With the latter,
the IRC system switches to the better path only if the current
path is congested, i.e., if the loss rate is larger than zero.

With choose-best, an IRC system may switch paths even
when there is no congestion in the current path, and so the
path switching frequency increases. On the other hand, choose-
best provides IRC traffic with a larger safety margin to random
traffic variations and measurement errors. For this reason, we
focus on the choose-best policy. The main conclusions of our
study, however, are also valid for the choose-good policy when
the ingress links of � are not overprovisioned.

III. IRC-INDUCED TRAFFIC OSCILLATIONS

In this Section, we discuss two conditions under which
IRC systems can cause traffic oscillations. The first problem
appears when using network measurements and performance
metrics that do not take into account the load of the switched
traffic (“self-load effect”). The second problem is the syn-
chronization of different IRC systems when their measurement
time windows overlap significantly.

A. Self-load effect

As explained in Section II, the IRC routing decisions are
based on estimates derived from path measurements. The
problem, however, is that the performance of a path K can
be significantly affected after the IRC system switches some
traffic to or from that path. For example, consider an IRC
system and two candidate paths K � and K � . Initially, the IRC
system routes its traffic over path K � , and the measured loss
rates are 1% for K � and zero for K � . This does not necessarily
mean that K � is better. After the IRC system switches its traffic
to K � , the loss rate at the latter can become larger than 1%, due
to the additional load that the IRC traffic imposes, and the loss
rate at K � can become zero. Hence, the IRC system can start
oscillating between the two paths. The same scenario can take
place when the path switching decisions are based on queueing
delay measurements. Note that it is not possible to predict the
loss rate or queueing delay at a path after a load shift without
an accurate characterization of the queueing behavior in that
path, and such a characterization is quite difficult in practice.



With available bandwidth measurements, on the other hand,
the previous problem can be avoided. The reason is that
the available bandwidth shows how much additional traffic
a path can carry before it is congested. For example, if K � has
available bandwidth J � =2Mbps and it carries an IRC flow of
5Mbps, while path K � has available bandwidth J � =4Mbps,
then the IRC system should prefer K � because if the flow is
switched to K � it will certainly experience congestion.
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Fig. 3. Path switching events (top and middle graphs) and loss rate
(bottom graph) when using delay and loss rate versus available bandwidth
measurements.

Figure 3 shows the results of two simulations with the same
configuration, except that one uses the loss-delay metric while
the other uses the available bandwidth metric. Both experi-
ments have four flows, one IRC flow and three DRC flows,
and two identical ingress links at the destination network � .
The four flows have the same average rate, and the aggregate
capacity of the ingress links is equal to twice the total load of
the four flows. The experiments start with two flows on each
link. In Figure 3, the top two plots show the path the IRC
flow uses as a function of time. When the IRC flow switches
from one path to the other, it is shown as a downward or
upward step. The number of downward and upward steps is
the number of switching events of the IRC flow during that
time period. The bottom plot of Figure 3 shows the running
average of the loss rate of the IRC flow, over a moving window
of 30 seconds.

The path switching plots clearly show that when the IRC
flow uses the delay-loss metric it experiences many more path
switching events than using the available bandwidth metric.
Also, the loss rate that the IRC flow experiences is significantly
reduced when using the available bandwidth metric, because
the flow stays at the best possible path.

B. Synchronization of IRC systems

Another issue with IRC systems is that different IRC flows
can get synchronized, oscillating between two or more paths.
The fundamental cause for the synchronization is the possible
overlap of the measurement time windows of different IRC

systems. To understand this effect, consider a simple example
with two identical ingress links and two identical IRC flows, [ �
and [ � . To avoid the self-load problem, assume that the flows
use the available bandwidth metric. Also, suppose that both
IRC flows have equal routing and measurement periods with��� � � � and that they take 10 available bandwidth samples
in each measurement period. Let us assume that the timing
between the two flows is such that the routing decision of [ �
occurs one sample period earlier than that of [ � . [ � and [ �
start at the same path K � , and after the first routing period [ �
detects greater available bandwidth on K � and switches to that
path. At that point, [ � has already collected nine out of its
10 samples, and even though the available bandwidth in K � is
now equal to that in K � , it may also estimate that the average
available bandwidth, across all 10 samples, is larger in K � . So,[ � will switch to K � , where it will overlap with [ � for 80%
of the next measurement period. In the next routing period,[ � and [ � will move back to K � in the same fashion, hence
producing a persistent oscillation between the two paths.
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Fig. 4. Oscillations due to synchronization of different IRC systems.

In practice, even a lower degree of overlap between the
measurement periods of IRC systems can still cause synchro-
nization. In Figure 4, we show the type of oscillation described
above but under a less rigid configuration. In this simulation,
the destination has two ingress links. Initially, there are 10
IRC flows and 10 DRC flows on each link. All flows have
the same average rate and equal routing/measurement periods��� � � � =1sec. The start times of the IRC flows (and thus
their route decision events) are uniformly distributed over the
length of a measurement period (one second). The graphs show
the number of IRC flows on each path (top) and the traffic
load (bottom) over time. Note the persistent path and traffic
oscillations, as a result of IRC synchronization. The oscillation
period is two seconds, which agrees with the fact that IRC
flows perform a routing decision in every second.

One may think that such oscillations can be avoided if IRC
systems use the last measured sample, instead of an average



across all samples, to estimate the performance of a path.
This is not practical however, given that the performance of a
path can vary significantly with time and the measurements
are prone to errors. Consequently, the measurement period
has to include several samples, and this implies that the
measurements windows of different IRC systems can overlap
in time causing synchronization. In the next section, we
propose several path switching algorithms that can avoid
synchronization through limited randomization.

IV. RANDOMIZED IRC ALGORITHMS

The previous section identified two problems with IRC
systems: the self-load effect, which can cause oscillations
even with a single IRC flow, and the synchronization of
different IRC flows due to a significant overlap in their
measurement periods. The self-load effect can be avoided if
the IRC system uses available bandwidth measurements. In
this section, we focus on path switching algorithms that can
avoid the synchronization problem.

In general, synchronization among a set of autonomous
agents can be avoided with the introduction of a certain degree
of randomness in the actions of these agents. In the context of
IRC systems, this randomization can take several forms. First,
we can add randomization in the path selection itself. This
is not a good option, however, if there are only two or three
paths to choose from. Second, we can add randomization in
the path selection timing, i.e., in the length of the routing
period ��� . Third, we can add randomization in the path
switching decision, i.e., on whether the path switching should
be performed or not.

A. Deterministic Path Switching (DPS)

DPS is the basic path switching algorithm that we described
in Section II. It does not add any randomization in the path
switching decision and it uses a fixed routing period ��� . As
shown in Section III, DPS can lead to persistent oscillations
when two or more IRC systems get synchronized. The follow-
ing four algorithms are variations of DPS that include some
form of randomization.

B. Fixed Switching Probability (FSP)

FSP switches to the best path with a probability \ that we
refer to as the switching probability. \ controls the responsive-
ness of IRC flows to performance changes. When \ � H , the
IRC flow behaves just like a DRC flow (static routing) and it
does not respond to measurements. When \ �A@ , the IRC flow
behaves as a DPS flow and it is susceptible to synchronization.

C. Adaptive Switching Probability (ASP)

ASP is a variation of FSP in which \ adapts to the network
conditions. The intuition is that \ should be large when there
is a major performance difference between the current path
and the best path, while \ should be much lower when the
current path is almost as good as the best path. For simplicity,
ASP only uses two \ values: \^]�_ and \�`�a . The algorithm
uses \�`�a when the difference between the current path and the

best measured path is below a certain threshold; otherwise
it uses \b]c_ . We set that threshold to d�e , where e is the
standard deviation of the corresponding performance metric
in the current path.

D. Random Routing Period (RRP)

RRP adds randomization in the routing period ��� (see
Figure 5). Specifically, ��� is uniformly distributed in a rangef � � � ��gih , in which ��g is the maximum possible routing
period, while � � is the measurement period (1 second). When��g � � � , RRP is the same with DPS. Note that when ���j=� � , the measurement period covers the last � � time units
of the routing period. A larger ��g makes it less likely that
measurement periods of different IRC systems will overlap,
but it also decreases the responsiveness of the IRC system.

Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr Tr

Tr Tr Tr Tr TrTr		

RRP algorithm

path switching path switching
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Fig. 5. RRP and HRP algorithms.

E. Hysteresis Routing Period (HRP)

HRP is a variation of RRP in which a hysteresis period
is added after each path switching event. Figure 5 illustrates
the difference between the two algorithms. Contrary to RRP,
which has a random routing period, HRP uses a fixed � � ,
which is equal to the measurement period ��� . However, after
each path switching event HRP inserts a random hysteresis
period. The purpose of the hysteresis period is to break any
synchronization that may result after the last path switching.
At the same time, HRP allows quick response to congestion,
because it keeps ��� to its minimum. The length of the
hysteresis period is uniformly distributed in a range

f H � ��klh ,
where ���mSn�ok is the largest routing period.

V. EVALUATION OF IRC ALGORITHMS - STATIONARY
LOAD

In the previous two sections, we illustrated that the basic
path switching algorithm (DPS) can lead to synchronization
and proposed four algorithms (FSP, ASP, RRP, HRP) that
rely on randomization to avoid such synchronization. In this
section, we evaluate these algorithms in terms of loss rate
and switching frequency under stationary load. By stationary
load, we mean that the average rate of the DRC flows, i.e.,
the background traffic, on each ingress link of the destination� remains time-invariant. We emphasize that stationarity does
not mean constancy; on the contrary, both DRC and IRC traffic
flows have highly variable rates, driven by the FGN model.



A. Simulation setup

The topology of the experiments is based on the network
model of Section II in which � =100 sources send data to the
destination network � through � ingress links. Among the �
sources, ��p of them are IRC sources, while the remaining��q are DRC flows (background traffic). The ratio ��p B ��q
controls the fraction of IRC traffic relative to the statically
routed background traffic. The traffic of each flow follows
the FGN fluid model, as described in Section II, with a rate
change every 100 msec. For the DPS, FSP, ASP, and HRP
algorithms, the routing period ��� is set to one second, equal
to the measurement period � � . The start time of each flow
is randomly chosen within the routing period. The first 50
seconds of simulation time are discarded to avoid any transient
effects.

We use two metrics to evaluate the performance of IRC
flows: loss rate and path switching frequency. Both metrics
are defined over a time period. The loss rate of an IRC flow
is defined as the fraction of the total traffic volume that is lost
in that time period. The (path) switching frequency of an IRC
flow is defined as the total number of path switching events
during a time period divided by the length of that period.
The loss rate evaluates the effectiveness of IRC in improving
the performance of its traffic. The switching frequency, on
the other hand, evaluates stability. The latter is important
both for IRC flows (frequent path changes cause packet
reordering and increased jitter) and for the underlying network
performance (e.g., effectiveness of traffic engineering). The
reader should distinguish between these two continuous-time
metrics that are calculated from the simulator and the three
metrics (queueing delay, loss rate, available bandwidth) that
an IRC flow estimates during a measurement period using
sampling.

We examine the effect of four important factors, with two
values per factor, giving us 16 different simulation configu-
rations. First, the ratio of average IRC load to the aggregate
traffic load: 50% and 90%. Second, the distribution of average
rates for the IRC flows: homogeneous (i.e., the same for all
flows) and Zipf (shape parameter=1). Third, the aggregate
capacity of ingress links relative to the total offered load: 105%
and 125%. And fourth, the number of ingress links � : two
and four. Note that we only examine what happens when the
ratio of IRC traffic is significant (50% or more). If there is
only a small fraction of IRC traffic, the synchronization effects
that we examine are of minor significance for the aggregate
traffic, but they can be important for the IRC flows. Also, we
do not simulate greatly overprovisioned or underprovisioned
links because such conditions lead to either zero loss rate and
stable path selections (overprovisioning) or persistent losses
at all paths (underprovisioning). In other words, IRC is not
needed if there is plenty of capacity in the ingress links, and
also it cannot avoid congestion if there is not enough aggregate
capacity. It is the range in the middle that is interesting and
important in practice, because that is the most cost-effective
operating regime.

B. Performance of FSP
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Fig. 6. Loss rate with FSP as a function of r (four ingress links).

We first study the performance of FSP under different values
of the switching probability \ . Figure 6 shows the loss rate
with FSP as a function of \ , for the homogeneous and Zipf
flow rate distributions and for � =4 links. Each plot shows four
curves, for all combinations of capacity (105% and 125%) and
IRC traffic ratio (50% and 90%). The curves show the average
loss rate across all IRC flows, as well as the 99% confidence
intervals. We show more points at the low end of \ (below
0.1) to illustrate the trend in that range.

First note that as \ increases above 20%, the loss rate
increases significantly. This is due to synchronization of
IRC flows. The synchronization becomes more prevalent with
higher \ because flows tend to switch paths more aggressively.
With DPS ( \ =1.0, not shown here), the loss rate would be
excessively large. Second, practically any small value of \ ,
between 0.001 and 0.1 is sufficient to avoid synchronization
and path switching (shown in Figure 7(a)), and to result in
the minimum possible loss rate. Thus, FSP is robust in the
selection of \ . Another interesting observation is that even
without any path switching ( \ =0) the loss rate is close to



minimum. This is because, with such stationary background
traffic, IRC flows distribute themselves uniformly across the
ingress links and then they rarely see that the performance is
significantly better in another path. As will be shown in the
next section, the situation is very different when we consider
nonstationary traffic load and rapid congestion events.

Some more observations from Figure 6 follow. First, as
expected, larger capacity leads to lower loss rate. Second,
reducing the fraction of IRC traffic decreases the loss rate
because the synchronization of IRC flows has lesser impact
on the aggregate load at the ingress links. Third, the Zipf
distribution results in a lower average loss rate across all flows,
because it is mostly the few large flows that experience major
losses when there is synchronization. This also explains why
the loss rate confidence intervals are much wider with the Zipf
distribution. Due to space constraints we do not present results
for the case of two links; the results are similar.
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Fig. 7. Switching frequency with FSP as a function of r (four ingress links
and homogeneous flow rate distribution).

Figure 7(a) shows the switching frequency u of FSP in
simulations with homogeneous flow rate distribution and four
ingress links. The results are similar for other configurations.
First, note that u is almost zero when \ is less than 10%,

validating that even a small switching probability can avoid
synchronization. Second, u increases significantly as the path
switching probability increases beyond 10%. There are two
reasons for this. First, increasing \ means that IRC flows will
get the opportunity to switch paths more often, if they need
to. So, if the traffic variations at the ingress links remained
the same as we increase \ , then we would observe thatu increases linearly with \ . On the contrary, Figure 7(b)
shows that the ratio u B \ is not constant, and that it increases
with \ . This means that as we increase \ , not only IRC
flows get the opportunity to switch paths more often, but they
also need to switch paths more often. This is explained as
follows: increasing \ causes further synchronization among
IRC flows, which causes larger fluctuations in the traffic of
the ingress links. These traffic fluctuations trigger further IRC
path switching and even greater synchronization. In other
words, aggressive path switching creates a positive feedback
loop between the synchronization of IRC flows and the traffic
fluctuations in the underlying bottleneck links.

C. Parameterization of ASP, RRP and HRP

We conducted a similar study for ASP, RRP and HRP. In
this section, we summarize the simulation results that resulted
in the best parameters for these three algorithms, while the
next section compares all path switching algorithms.

The ASP algorithm depends on two probabilities, \m]c_ and\�`�a . We examined the following pairs of ( \^]c_ , \�`�a ): (0.7, 0.3),
(0.8, 0.2), (0.9, 0.1), (0.95, 0.05), and (1.0, 0.0). The simu-
lation results show that the loss rate and switching frequency
decrease as the difference

/ \^]c_ - \�`�a�7 increases. When we reach
the extreme pair (1.0, 0.0), the loss rate slightly increases under
several configurations. We thus choose (0.95, 0.05) as the
parameters for ASP under stationary load. This setting means
that ASP switches to another path almost certainly when the
current path is much worse, but it stays in the current path,
almost always, otherwise.

For the RRP algorithm, the parameter � g controls the range
of the maximum routing period. We examined the � g range
from ��� to @ H ��� . The simulations results show that the loss
rate and switching frequency decrease rapidly as � g increases
away from ��� , but then they flatten out as � g becomes
larger than v>� � . The exact transition point depends on the
simulation configuration. We set ��g �xw � � , because the
loss rate and switching frequency show diminishing returns
for larger values, while the algorithm becomes less responsive
to dynamic load changes as ��g increases.

For the HRP algorithm, the parameter ��k controls the range
of the hysteresis period. We examined the ��k range from 0 tov H � � . Similar to RRP, the loss rate and switching frequency
decrease rapidly at the beginning, when ��k is small. After
about y�� � , however, the curves flatten out. We set ��k tozH � � , as a trade-off between performance and responsiveness.

D. Comparison of DPS, FSP, ASP, RRP and HRP

In this section, we compare the performance of the five IRC
algorithms we consider under stationary load conditions, using



the parameters given previously.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of IRC algorithms– loss rate (four ingress links).

Figures 8 and 9 show the loss rate and the switching
frequency of the five IRC algorithms in the � =4 link con-
figuration. The results with other configurations, not shown
here, have similar trends. First, note that in terms of loss rate
the four probabilistic path switching algorithms (FSP, ASP,
RRP, HRP) do much better than deterministic path switching
(DPS), as they decrease the loss rate by an order of magnitude
or more. Second, the randomized algorithms perform similarly,
with ASP and FSP being slightly better than RRP and HRP.

The switching frequency results show similar trends. With-
out randomization, IRC path switching can cause major syn-
chronization and oscillations. The four randomized algorithms
have a clear difference in terms of switching frequency,
however. FSP is the most stable, ASP comes next, while RRP
and HRP are the least stable.

E. Summary

We found that introducing some randomness in the IRC path
switching process can avoid synchronization and dramatically
improve performance and stability compared to deterministic
path switching. We also observed that, under stationary load,
optimal performance and stability result from very conserva-
tive path switching. Finally, the exact form of randomization,
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Fig. 9. Comparison of IRC algorithms– switching frequency (four ingress
links, homogeneous flow rates).

or its parameters, do not seem to matter significantly, espe-
cially in terms of the resulting loss rate.

VI. EVALUATION OF IRC ALGORITHMS - NONSTATIONARY
LOAD

The simulation results of Section V examined the perfor-
mance of IRC algorithms under stationary conditions, where
the average DRC traffic load, i.e., the background traffic with
which IRC flows share the links of � , remains constant.
We also need to understand, however, the performance of
IRC systems under dynamic network conditions in which
the background traffic varies rapidly due to random events
such as BGP rerouting, link/router failures, flash crowds,
arrival/departure of major flows, etc. Instead of evaluating
such dynamic conditions with simulations of individual load
changes, we prefer instead to investigate the behavior of IRC in
the presence of cyclostationary background traffic. The latter
is a special form of nonstationary traffic in which the average
rate varies periodically. The benefit of this approach is that it
allows us to examine the performance of IRC as we vary the
time scale in which congestion persists. In other words, the
following evaluation resembles a frequency-domain analysis
of IRC behavior, rather than a time-domain transient analysis.

A. Simulation setup
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Fig. 10. The pattern of periodic load changes between two ingress links. At{}|
a block of DRC traffic moves from the right link to the left. At
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, � �

time units later, an equally sized block moves back to the right link.

The simulations in this section refer to a two-link config-
uration with homogeneous DRC and IRC traffic flows. The
total capacity is barely enough to carry the aggregate traffic
load. The periodic pattern of the load changes at the two links
is shown in Figure 10. Initially ( ��� ), the two links are equally
loaded with IRC and DRC traffic. IRC flows do not switch



paths because the two links offer the same performance. At
some time � � , the DRC traffic of link-2 (at the right) moves to
link-1. This causes major congestion at the latter, and so the
IRC flows of link-1 gradually move to link-2 ( � � ). The delay� � 3U� � depends on the aggressiveness (or responsiveness) of
the IRC path switching algorithm. For FSP, a higher value
of \ will reduce the delay � � 32� � . If \ =1 (DPS), � � 32� �
will be as short as one routing period � � . Then, at some time��� � � � SF� � , half of the DRC traffic at link-1 moves to link-2.
Again, this causes major congestion at the latter, and so half of
the IRC traffic gradually moves to link-1 ( ��� ), getting us back
to where we started at � � . Note that the term “gradually” is
only true here if \ is much lower than one. Otherwise, the IRC
traffic can experience oscillations before reaching the load-
balanced configuration shown at � � . This pattern can repeat
periodically, with a period of

z ��� , if the events at � � and � �
occur every

z ��� time units.
Even though the previous traffic pattern is very artificial, it

produces a periodic load variation that allows us to examine
the performance of various IRC algorithms as a function of
the period ��� . In particular, we are interested in the relation
between ��� , which is the time scale in which congestion
emerges, and � � =1 second, which is the minimum time scale
in which an IRC flow can detect congestion and react to it.

We examined the performance of the five IRC algorithms
(DPS, FSP, ASP, RRP and HRP) as ��� varies from 0.5 seconds
to 400 seconds. This range is sufficient to show the three
important modes in the behavior of IRC. Each simulation has
100 flows, half of which are IRC flows. The total capacity of
the two identical links is set to 105% of the aggregate traffic
load. The rest of the parameters are as in Section V.

B. Performance of FSP under nonstationary load

Due to space constraints, we present more detailed results
only for FSP with \ set to 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 (DPS).
The other three randomized algorithms perform similarly. We
identify three distinct ranges of ��� in terms of the resulting
loss rate and trends.

First, Figure 11(a) shows what happens when ��� is less
than 5 seconds. Recall that the routing period as well as the
measurement period of FSP are set to 1 second, meaning that
in this range of ��� congestion emerges almost with the same
frequency with which FSP can detect whether it should switch
paths. Note that IRC does very poorly when \ is high, 0.5 or
higher, and ��� is less than 2-3 seconds. The reason is that in
that range FSP tries to “catch its tail”, switching between paths
with almost the same frequency with which the background
traffic moves between these paths. On the contrary, IRC does
best when it rarely switches paths, i.e., when \ is very low
or zero. Hence, IRC techniques will not improve performance
(they will actually hurt performance) if they detect and react
to congestion in the same time scales in which congestion
emerges.

Second, Figure 11(b) (the non-shaded part) shows what
happens when ��� is larger than 5 seconds and lower than 30
seconds. In this case, congestion emerges much less frequently
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Fig. 11. Loss rate with FSP in three ranges of � � , for different values ofr .

compared to the IRC time scale (one second), but nevertheless
it does emerge periodically and it is significant. The results
are quite different now. The loss rate can be significantly
reduced with IRC compared to static routing or \ =0. Also,
an aggressive form of FSP with \ =0.5 performs better than
the conservative path switching probabilities 0.1 and 0.05.
Deterministic path switching, on the other hand, does not
perform better, because it still causes synchronization of IRC
flows. Hence, when IRC techniques are fast enough to detect
congestion when the latter is still at its onset, IRC can



significantly improve performance. In that regime, IRC can
also be more aggressive in terms of path switching compared
to stationary load conditions.

Finally, Figure 11(c) (the non-shaded part) shows what
happens when � � is larger than 30 seconds and lower than
400 seconds. In this case, the background traffic goes through
major fluctuations only rarely. Thus, this case is not very dif-
ferent than the stationary load evaluation of Section V. Indeed,
we see that as ��� increases, conservative path switching does
better. Eventually, as ��� tends to infinity, the best choice for\ becomes 0.01. Hence, when congestion is a rare event, IRC
is still beneficial but it should be quite conservative in terms
of path switching.

C. Comparison of FSP, ASP, RRP and HRP under nonstation-
ary load

Here, we compare the performance of the four randomized
IRC algorithms (FSP, ASP, RRP and HRP) under nonstation-
ary traffic load. In this set of simulations, the parameters of
the ASP, RRP and HRP algorithms are as in Section V. For
FSP, we set \ =0.5.
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Fig. 12. Loss rate with FSP, ASP, RRP and HRP as we vary � � .

The results are shown in Figure 12. As was the case with
FSP, all IRC algorithms perform poorly when � � is very short,
below 5 seconds. Also, the algorithms do not show major
differences when � � is very large, say above 200 seconds,
which is consistent with our earlier comparisons in Section V.
The more interesting range is when � � falls between 10
to 100 seconds. In that case, the ASP and RRP algorithms
perform best, HRP follows, and FSP comes last. We should
note however that these comparisons are somewhat dependent
on the parameterization of the four algorithms.

D. Summary

The simulations of this section revealed some interesting
observations. First, the effectiveness of IRC techniques, in
general, depends on the time scale in which such techniques
can detect and react to congestion relative to the time scales in
which congestion persists. If congestion appears rapidly and
it only lasts for a few seconds, it would be very hard for IRC
systems to avoid it given that they also need a few seconds to
detect congestion through measurements. In that case, it may

be better to stay at the same path and deal with congestion
through other means. On the other hand, if congestion lasts
for many seconds, we expect that IRC systems can be fast
enough to detect it and switch to another path.

VII. HETEROGENEOUS IRC SOURCES

In the previous sections, we showed that the four random-
ized path switching algorithms perform well when all IRC
flows use the same algorithm. In this section, we investigate
how these algorithms perform in a heterogeneous environment.
We also investigate the coexistence of deterministic path
switching with randomized path switching. This is a critical
question for the gradual deployment of the latter.

A. Heterogeneous IRC algorithms

In practice, we expect that different IRC systems will be
using different path switching techniques, with diverse forms
and parameters of randomization. To examine such a het-
erogeneous environment, we simulated several configurations
where different IRC flows use FSP, ASP, RRP and HRP, each
algorithm adopted by the same number of flows.

The results are only summarized here due to space con-
straints. First, we observed that in such a heterogeneous
environment the difference, in terms of loss rate, between
the four randomized algorithms is further decreased (i.e.,
heterogeneity causes assimilation). The reason is that, since
all IRC flows share the same bottleneck links, they will all
observe, on the average, the same loss rate. On the other hand,
the IRC flows still do much better than the deterministic path
switching flows as the latter experience persistent oscillations.
Hence, we expect that even if different IRC vendors adopt
different path switching techniques, the resulting traffic will
be stable as long as there is some degree of randomization in
their switching techniques.

B. Coexistence of deterministic and randomized path switch-
ing

In practice, some networks may continue to use deter-
ministic path switching techniques, while others gradually
deploy randomized path switching. The critical question in
such an environment is whether IRC users have the incentive
to switch to randomized IRC or whether they will do better
for themselves being more aggressive.

We investigate this question simulating a fraction of ran-
domized IRC traffic with the rest of the traffic doing determin-
istic path switching (DPS). Figure 13 shows the resulting loss
rate when the randomized IRC algorithm is FSP with \ =0.01.
The results with other algorithms show similar trends. We start
from 5% FSP and 95% DPS traffic and gradually increase the
fraction of FSP traffic to 95%.

First, note the large gap between the loss rate of DPS and
FSP flows. When the ratio of FSP to DPS traffic is 5:95, the
loss rate of the former is only about 40% of the loss rate
of the latter. This performance difference indicates that when
FSP and DPS flows coexist at a network, the FSP algorithm
gives a major advantage to its users over the DPS algorithm.
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We also observe that with the increase of FSP traffic, the loss
rates for both FSP and DPS flows decrease. This improvement
of the overall performance results from the decreased fraction
of DPS traffic, which leads to reduced synchronization.

These results are encouraging for two reasons. First, the
substantial difference between FSP and DPS shows that
multihomed networks will have a strong incentive to use
IRC systems with randomized rather than deterministic path
switching. Second, the decreasing loss rate as the fraction of
FSP traffic increases suggests that the gradual deployment of
randomized IRC systems will benefit all traffic sharing the
same bottlenecks.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Oscillations due to load-driven routing are certainly not a
new or hypothetical risk. For a long time, Internet routing
protocols have avoided load-driven routing exactly because of
this risk. With the deployment of technologies such as IRC at
multihomed networks and routing overlays, semi-static routing
in the network core no longer provides protection against
oscillation. Individual stub networks are already using IRC
systems, without a thorough evaluation of what could happen
if the amount of IRC traffic, or the number of independent
IRC systems, becomes significant.

In this paper, we first showed that IRC systems can cause
sustained traffic oscillations under reasonable conditions, that
can easily occur in practice. We hope that this negative result
will motivate further research in the appropriate design of IRC
systems, as well as in measurement studies at multihomed
networks that use IRC. We also showed that some simple
randomization techniques in the path switching algorithm,
as well as the use of available bandwidth measurements,
can be effective in avoiding IRC-induced traffic oscillations.
Nevertheless, the fact that even the randomized IRC algorithms
can experience oscillations when the traffic changes very
quickly relative to the IRC time scales means that the problem
is not entirely solved. We anticipate that this area will attract
significant research interest in the near future.
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